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Introduction

�Corpora annotated with linguistic information are required to 
develop robust statistical NLP systems. 

�Building such corpora, however, is an expensive, labour-
intensive, and time-consuming work.

�An annotation tool that will facilitate development of such 
corpora is needed.

�Previous annotation tools
� mostly specific to one annotation layer and specific language
� mostly platform-dependent
� mostly single-user, no administrative support
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What is WebAnno?

�General purpose web-based annotation tool 

�Covers a wide range of linguistic annotations including 
various layers of morphological, syntactic, and semantic 
annotations

�Custom annotation layers can be defined, allowing WebAnno
to be used also for non-linguistic annotation tasks
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What is WebAnno?

�Multi-user tool, also different roles such as annotator, 
curator, and project manager

�Progress and quality of annotation projects can be monitored 
and measured in terms of inter-annotator agreement 

�Multiple annotation projects can be conducted in parallel
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What is WebAnno?

�Different modes of annotation: 
�a correction mode to review externally pre-annotated data
�automation mode in which WebAnno learns and offers annotation 

suggestions
�Curation mode to adjudicate annotation disagreements

�Fully web-based, a modern web-browser is sufficient 

�After installation on a web-server, all settings can be reached 
through the browser

�Open-source
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Main menu

� Annotate texts from scratch

� Review and correct previously annotated documents

� Employ integrated machine learning capabilities

� Compare annotations from different annotators and 
merge them

� Assign workload to annotators and monitor their 
progress

� Create new projects

� Create new user accounts
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Annotation interface

� Editing elements always visible; changes take effect immediately

Annotation 
editor panel
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POS and dependency parsing 
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Named entity and co-reference 

Named Entity

Coreference

annotation
multi-token 
annotationnested spans

anchors
coref

anchors
different colors

coding chains in 
different colors

typed links
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Keyboard-based annotation

� Works for token-locked span annotations with single feature

Letter key to 
address tag

Auto-forward
on ENTER/SPACE
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Tag descriptions show as tooltips

Description 
of tag

Tag
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Semantic annotation

� Semantic role labelling
� Frame annotation
� Event annotation

� What does it look like?
� Trigger / frame-evoking element permitting certain argument slots to be filled
� Arguments that act as slot fillers
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New “Slot” feature type

� Slot represents link to target spans
� Each target is associated with a role
� Slot features only allowed on span layers
� Slot can point to many target annotations
� Annotation can be pointed to by many slots

<Layer(span)>
SemanticPredicate

String:       frame (SALSA)

<Layer(span)>
SemanticPredicate

String:       frame (SALSA)

<Hidden Layer>

String: role 

<Hidden Layer>

String: role 

<Layer(span)>
NamedEntity

<Layer(span)>
NamedEntity

target
n..1

0..n
arguments

Possible rendering of a span with slots pointing to other spans
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Slot features in the annotation editor

“activate” slot
1) Click to 

“activate” slot
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Slot features in the annotation editor

“activate” slot
1) Click to 

“activate” slot
to fill slot

2) Click span  
to fill slot
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Constraints

� Typically certain tags are only applicable in certain contexts

“Assistance” semantic frame label only applicable to certain lemmata

Between given POS tags, only certain dependency relations possible.

� Large tagsets are unwieldy
� Tagsets represent a controlled vocabulary – not context sensitive

� New concept required to model context sensitivity
� Applied on top of tagsets, not replacing them
� Allows annotator to focus on labels valid in the given context
� Constraints are soft – annotator can chose to override them
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Example: dependency relations

import de.tudarmstadt.ukp.dkpro.core.api.syntax.type.dependency.Dependency as 
Dependency;

Dependency {

governor.pos.value = "NN" & 

dependent.pos.value = "DET" -> 

dependencyType = "DET";

}
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Automation – integrated machine-learning

� Annotating data from scratch is more work than correcting
� WebAnno learns from pre-annotated data and makes suggestions
� Accept suggestions with a single click
� Correct suggestions to improve training data

Annotation pane

Suggestion pane
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POS tagging automation for Amharic

� Initially manually annotated 21 sentences
� Iterative automatic annotation suggestion until 300 sentences are 

annotated. 
� We obtained an F-score of 0.89 with the final model. 
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Automation Example: Chunking

Chunk training 
data

Speech Part-of-Speech 
training data

POS-tagger
model

Chunker
model

POS tagged 
text

Chunk 
suggestions

Chunk-
annotated 
documents

Externally pre-
annotated 

primary data –
TAB sep format

Data annotated 
in WebAnno

Externally pre-
annotated 

secondary data 
– as a feature
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Correction – correct pre-annotated document

Annotation panel

Correction panel
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Curation

� Curation interface can 
handle several sentences 
at the same time

� indication if cross-sentence 
relations are not shown 
because they fall out of the 
sentence window

� improved sidebar indication 
for disagreements

Annotation of 
User1

Annotation of 
User2

Curated annotation

Show Sentences with 
disagreements
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Agreement calculation

� Support for multiple agreement measures
� Cohen’s Kappa
� Fleiss’ Kappa
� Krippendorff’s Alpha (nominal)

� Improved level of detail

� Export of raw agreement data
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Agreement calculation
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Agreement export
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All-inclusive TSV export/import

� Off course, WebAnno is the beginning
� Export data in human readable format
� Re-import for further annotation
� Support almost all kind of 
� Sub-token annotation
� Chain and relation annotations
� Slot features
� Multiple and stacked annotations
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Other import/export formats

� WebLicht Text Corpus Format TCF

� Different CoNNL formats (CoNNL 2000, 2002, 2006, 2009, U)

� UIMA XMI

� UIMA CAS

� WebAnno CPH TEI (only imports)

� Plain text
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WebAnno for Swedish and Russian 
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Right-to-left support

Hebrew

� Subtoken annotation in LTR tokens within RTL texts ( e.g. numbers)
� Cross-browser compatibility
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Right-to-left support

Arabic

� Subtoken annotation in LTR tokens within RTL texts ( e.g. numbers)
� Cross-browser compatibility
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Amharic
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Future work for historical data

� Importing OCR/PDF documents

� Enable editing source documents (OCR/PDF)

� Curation for the editing of documents

� Agreement for the editing of OCR data

� Curation interface for document translations
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Thank you


